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TRIAGE AND THE ART
- OF INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH

There is an overwhelming tide in the affairs of.humankind
toward increasing complexity and information overload. Simple
ideas are rendered complex, and complex ideas become
obscured by too much information, jargon, and professional
mumbo jumbo, This tide has become a tidal wave in the
academic world. Institutional researchers are often preoccupied
with the more complex and arcane agpects of research design;
ever-growing management information systems, and the config-
uration of sophisticated "decision-support system's." Ye the
finest wort of analysis imaginable can be renderel ineffective if
it is not presented thoughtfully and in a manner congruent with
the needs and preferences of decision makers. Indeed, the single
most precious gift that an analyst can give is the clear and
thoughtful presentation of the bare minimum of information
necessary for the task. This is what separates successful institu-
tional researchers from those who toil in the vineyards with little
achievement or recognition.

Unfortunately; this is not_a lesson that is'easily learned:
Thrpugh personal experience, from those brief and scintillating
thrills of victory punctuated by the all too common agonies of
defeat, one comes to appreciate the importance of this issue.
Colleagues have shared with me, at my request, their "war
stories" of similar disappointmentssorrowful tales of elegant
works of analysis which were blissfully ignored or, even worse,
reviled: No one is immune; in fact, the more experienced
institutional researcher, having survived many an analytical
campaign; may be even more prone than the newcomer to-
overlook the basics of successful preseMation. In any case, my
receipt of the commisserations of colleagues has made me the
caretaker of a precious piece of oral history and has moved me to
share the following maxims with the readers of the AIR Profes-
sional File. My purpose is to help others avoid certain peril if the
maxims are ignored.

Before revealing these tenets, however, it is important, to
consider the ...target" of much of an institutional researche'r's
work: The mission of an institutional researcher is to attempt to
influence the decision making of the Academic Administrator.
Consider such persons for a moment: study .carefully their
characteristics. Their body language often tells the story: brows
ridged and deeply 'fifrrowed from considering a host ofissues:
eyes weary from scrutinizing too many words and , figures;
minds assaulted by too many facts; many of them-contradic-
tory; and shoulders bent from attempting to apportion time
between many conflicting activities. Their decision- making
style is personalized; even idiosyncratic, and they like it that
way. Even if they are moderately rational and "numerate" in
their approach tq problems; they like the figuies their way Like
most -decision makers in academia, they are bright, but they
may be naive about some aspect's of administration oxpossess a
perspective that has been shaped irrevocably( "distorted" may
be a more appropriate term in a few extreme cases) by
specialized training in a particular academic discipline.
Moreover, even the most facile mind among, them seldom
-Utilizes more than six or seven relevant pieces of information in

Donald M. Worris
Director, Office of Policy Analysis

Universay of Houston-University Park

making a decision, and the chances are that they have already
received at least a dozen.

IF you try to influence these persons with a thirty-pase
report, supported by three technical appendices, all that this
`author can do is wish.you good luck in your new jobwhatever
or wherever it might be.

However, you need not fall into the trap which hds de-
voured so many hapless soulsif you abide by the following
tenets:

Adhere to the KISS Principle
This is the first and greatest commandment, and it super-.

cedes all others. The KISS Principle; roughly defined; means
Keep It Sweet and Simple, with its corollaries, Keep It Short
and Keep It Succinct. Few decision makers are interested in
background, elegant analysis, or anything that would interest
your standird, garden-variety professor of operations research.
Indeed, we could probably achieve ninety percent of the goals of

/ effective institutional research if we would simply abide by the
KISS Principle: However; that is too easy for most of uswhich
proves my point. Since such a classic principle cannot be
accepted at face value in such pristine form; the following addi-
tional rules are offered.

-Avoid the Safety Patrol Syndrome

The fact that you were Captaih of the Safety Patrol when
you were in grammar school undoubtedly affected your personal
development and the position you hold today, but that doesn't
mean you should cite this experience on your curriculum vita.
The same reasoning will help you to undergiand that because
your analysis is supported by pages and pages of tables; graphs;
and other figures is no reason for you to include them in your
report., You may be proud of the many tables, but the decision
maker will not usually-share your enthusiasm. If you have an
uncontrollable urge to Save them "in print," bind and donate
them to the campus library archives. But do not, under any
circumstances, include them in any dgcument which you expect
to create an impact based on the power, not the weight, of its
message.

Thiy is where the concept of Triage applies: You should
forward only those pieces of analysis which will make your case.
Others must, be discarded. If you don't practice Triage in your
presentation, your superior may practice it on you. Take your
choice.

Answer the Question,'but First, Define the Question
How often have yoti received requests which go something

like, "Pull togethersome,data on this," or "What can you tell me
about that?"or questions which are even more vague or
doWnright misleading? Few who request information and few
decision makers looking fo4olicy analysis have alprecise idea

Hof the question they,want answered, let alone what they want in
the way of analysis: Even if they do, _their initial notion may
require substantial modification as analysis becomes available
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and the problem unfolds."Consequently; it falls to the institu-
tional researcher to take creative license in defining or redefin-
ing the question and then answering it with the greatest econ-
omy of words and figures.

It should be obvious that even a fine work of analysis;
sagely presented, can fall short of the mark if the problem is
defined improperly or if the basic question i not answered. Too
much of this and you will be answering the wrong question,
however brilliantly; for someone else.

Provide Information According to Its Purpose
Clearly, regular collections of statistical information, such

as factbooks and simple information requests, require neither the
quantity of synthesis nor the combination of words and figures
which are required by policy analysis. A general rule is that,
whenever possible: one should provide the minimum of informa-
tion required to fulfill a particular request, uncluttered with'
excess verbiage and unnecessary analysis. However; if informa-
tion is being provided to su_pport policy analysis, some interpre-
tation Or accompanying narrative should usually be given to put
the figures in perspective. One must evaluate the purpose and
prospective application of the information while deciding how to
cast it.

AVERAGE-
' SEMESTER
CREDIT MRS
TAUGHT BY
THIS

DEPARTMENT

AVERAGE_
SEMESTER
CREDIT HRS
TAUGHT BY
__OTHER__ _
DEPARTMENTS
IN-THIS
COLLEGE

AVERAGE
SEMESTER__

TA 1.15

COLLEGES

AVERAGE
SEMESTER._
CREDIT HRS
7AUCHT BY

ALL
COLLEGES

Match Your information with Its Recipients
The Issue- of recipients is as important as purpose and

content._ The question of who is to be excluded from the
diStribiitien list is as important as that of who-should be in-
cluded. All administrators seem to have preferences for particu-
lar types of data: some like data presented in straight tabular
forrrt; others prefer charts and graphs; many prefer an_executive
titiiiiiaty_Whdit the figures have been translated into simple;

expository English; while others have made opitheir minds
already and merely want a comfortable pile of data (in some
cases the more the-better) which makes them feel secure about
their prejudgments: A small but increasing number -want the
basic-information- maintain- on line so that they can analyze it
themselves. Clearly; one cannot design a different piece of analy-
sis for everyone. The design must fit the conditions and purpose
of the proposed _analysis._ It does make sense,_ however, to be
aware of the tlieferencesfor analytical style and presentation of
pries chief executive officers and to attempt to match the prefer_
cores - which inclUde the extent to which data is to'be supported
by analyses and interpretation. It is helpful to know how strong
ttied preferences are, for there is -no advantage in providing
interpretation to a president who wants just the figures.

THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN
OFFICE OF INSTITUTIONAL STUDIES

INDUCED COURSE LOAD MATRIX (ICLM)

FALL 1976

-SCHOOL _OECOWNICATIONS_
DEPARTMENT OF ADVERTISING

AVERAGE SEMESTER CREDIT HOUR AVERAGE SEMESTER CREDIT HOUR

LOAD TAKEN BY rr;DENTS -LOAD-TAKKA-BY-STUDENTS
MAJORING IN THIS ..EPARTRENT MAJORING IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS

IN THIS COLLEGE

L.D. U.J. U'GRAD

6 TOTAL

COURSES

GRADUATE
COURSES

TOTAL

U'GRAD
COURSES-
GRADUATE
GRADUATE
COURSES

TOTAL

U'GRAD
COURSES

GRADUATE
COURSES

3.84

3.84

1.56

1.56

8.24

TOTAL 8.24 :

U'GRAD
COURSES

GRADUATE
COURSES

TOTAL

13.64

13.64

L.D. LOWER DIVISION
U.D. UPPER- DIVISION-
U'GRAD UNDERGRADUATE

MAST. DOLT. L.D. U.

4.55 4.49 2.53 1

.01 .01 4.26

4.56 4.50 6.79 .31

.99 1.03 .16

1.42

.99 1.03 1.58

8.17 8.18 .21

1.26

8.17 8.18 1.47

13.71 13.70 2.89

.01
t'701 6.95

13.72 13.71 9.84

AVERAGE SEMESTER CREDIT HOUR
LOAD TAKEN BY STUDENTS__

MAJORING IN OTHER COLLEGES

. U-'GRAD MAST. DOC. L.D. U.D. U'GRAD MAST. DOLT:
TOTAL TOTAL

.27 29 .05 .02 .04 .03

.28 :.06 :04 .02 .04 .03

Figure I: Induced Course Load Matrix (ICLM) which is distributed at the University of Texas at Austin to thedepartment chairs and

deans who have responsibility for the units involved. Reprinted by permission.
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A corollary commandment to that of selective distribution
is to design the layout of your printouts to suit the likely public;
mit your system analysts. A poorly designed and labeled layout.
even if accompanied by appropriate documentation: will create
negative impresSiOn. For aample, we have all' seen Induced ,

Course Load Matrix ( ICLM) layouts where each page has far too
many figures. Few are as clearly designed as the one in Figure I.
which is distributed at the University of Texas at Austin to the
department and deans who have responsibility for the
units involved. In this case, an economy of information, clearly
presented arid explained, makes,a most effective presentation.

BeWate the Perils of. Printout Worship

§eldom can any report extracted from the computer, no
Matter how wisely designed, be considered to be ;'analysis"
without some additional work. the information needs to be
interpreted, explained, and presented in some other _form, A
three-inch stack of printouts may be a thing of exquisitebeauty to
you and the life's work of your_ systems analyst; but to many
potential users ft is an unspeakable horror to be avoided at all
costs: Never; under any circumstance, send such a printout to a
group of executive officers or. to the deans unless it is accom,-,

. partied by an explanation and interpretation! The size of the
printout may be reduced by eliminating data or analyses of those
academic and/or administrative units for which the particular,
dean or executive officer is not directly responSible;

1/4

A eaollary rule is not to trust second and third parties to
extract information from' your printouts which you could do
yourself before distribution. You do not know how,your figures
might be misinterpreted or how critical distinctions' might be
miskedperhaps resulting in your information being blamed for
poor decisions. If you arc to be maligned, it is beSt to have
nobody to blame but yourself._

A second corollary, which seems too basic to mention but
which is regularly ignored, is that one should never be in too
great a hurry to distribute that latest output "hot off the press.
Time should be taken to check it thoroughly and to provide the
necessary accompanying documentation or narrative. Despite
the protestdtions of those who wanted the figures last week, it is
better topresent the right information in proper tormeven if it
takes a little longer.

Be the Winner of the Scavenger Hunt Award
It is not 'without reason' that successful institutional re-

searchers develop the reputation as the most consummate pack
rats on campus. While some may not appreciate this approach to 1/4

analysis, it is clear that a:successful institutional researcher must
be able to draw information froni a host of sources -to address a
legion of needs, some of which can be anticipated but others of
which are purely serendipitous. Successful institutional re-'
searchers do not generally win renown by being able to provide a
single; particular type of data better than anyone on campus, but

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON CENTRAL CAMPUS

STATISTICAL
AntUaI
Value- _ _ _

HANDBOOK

Increase or Decrease
Actual
Value

1978-77 1977-78 1978-79 197980 1980 -81 711 1

FAIT Headcount Enrollment 29;812 28,295

Undergraduate 21;026 18,5b1

Postbaccalaureate__ 2.559 * . 2,696

Special Professional 1,437 + + + 1,577

Graduate 4,790 1+ ii5,441

Fall SCH 318,163 299,000

Undergraduate 265,539 234;427

Masters 26,025 + + 31;789

Doctoral _6,710 9;570

SpeciaI__ProfelionaI 19;b89 23,214

Average SCR Load 10.7 NC 10.6

Undergraduate 11.6 NC NC 11.7

Postbaccalaureate 6.2 NC NC NC 6.2

Masters 7.4 7.2

Doctoral 7..6 4 + 9.7

Special Professional -13.7
Degrees Awarded, Academic Year

Bachelors
Masters
Doctoral

3,280
-888
117

.

Special Professional 413 +
Instructional Staff FTE

Ranked Faculty NA 983

_Ottior_Instructional Staff_ NA 485

Headcount instructional Staff IAA 2,150

Ranked Faculty NA 972

Other Instructional Staff NA* 1,178 +
Investment in Physical Plant (millions) $ 201

Investment/FTE Student $ 7,716 +
Educational & general SpacoltthOusands ft2) . 1;306

-E&G Space /FTE- Student (ft2/FTE) 72

'Researdh AWirdb rn Force (Minions) $ 12.05

NA . Not,A4aiIabIe
NC = No_Change
+ = Increase
- = Decrease

2,713 (80-81)
1,009 (80-81)

113 (80-81)
456 (80-81)

=

6 (79-80)
8,9 (79

+

NA
NA

+
$14.17 (80-81)

NA
NA
NA
NA

1,023.

457
2,453

974
1,179
NA_
1;179
2i300

92
NA

Figure 2: An example of an executive summary page utilized in the fctbook of the University of Houston-University Park to
summarize some major institutional trends. Reprinted by permission.

-,,
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by being able to pravide a wide rangeof infqrmation on different
reas and to combine- this information in an effective' manner.

The key to all of this is synthesis. The institutional re-
searcher, in marshalling a host of sources for qualitative and
quantitative information; is positioned uniquely to select the half
dozen or so pieces of information which can truly illuminate the
decision under consideration. Sorting the spoils of the scavenger
hunt into those which are valuable and those which are worthless
is the mark of a successful institutional researcher.

lake lime to Summarize
Almost no analytical report or piece of interpzetation is so

complex that it cannot be summarized in some manner. For most
reports; it pays to take time to prepare an executive summary (or;
if.you have a lot of time, a one Sage summary) toensuro that the
report will be considered by decision makers. Within particular
collections of information or policy analyses, there aregenerally
one or two synthesizing tables which capture the essence of the
information. These should be brought to the decision maker 'S
attention, with the understanding that detailed backup is availa-
ble but that these tables "tell the tale."

Figure 2 is an example of an executive summary page
utilized in the factbook of the University of Houston-University
Park to summarize some of the major institutional trends. It
appears at the beginning of the factbook; serving not only as a
summary but also as notice to the reader that what follows is
probably designed with the needs of a busy decision maker in
mind.

Some collections_ of inforination; such as departmental
bridget cpmparisons, factbabks, or other resource allocation
documents; are by their nature corhprehensive and intended to
proCtide a large amount of data for consideration of a variety of
prdblems. It makes sense; in such cases; to design the data layout
carefully to use a single page for each unit of analysis, whenever
possible. This makes it possible for the _reader to easily syn-
thesize and interpret the information. A page from the de-

; partmental budget book at the University of Texas at Austin
provides a good example (Figure 3).

Figure 4 presents ah example of the analysis of the peer data
exchange conducted by the University of Houston. The key
performance indicators derived from raw data are summarized
on one page for this particular department; only the most
important derived indicators are included. It is .not terribly
simple;, but it contains on one page selected information needed
to analyze this department.

Another tactic is to prepare a book of abstracts; such as_the
sample portrayed in Figure 5 from Georgia State University. This
collection summarizes the major findings of research efforts and
places the summaries in one location. It also cites the distribution
of the report. A.similar volume is being compiled at the Univer7

sity of Houston, where the major findings of each research and
policy analysis 'effort are summarized on one page. The reports
are separated into topical segments where a single page will not
suffice. The baok will be kept in loose-leaf form and updated and
will also be maintained on line for access by campus executives.

The -University_or Texas'at_Austin
Orrice or Institutional Studies

DEPARTMENTAL BUDGET INFORMATION TABLE

Department Architecture College Ardhl venture A Ilatininii-

Actual
76,77
Index

75 -76

Index
74,75
Index

73,74
Index

76-27
Aptual

76-27
Index

75-76
Index

74-75 73-74
Index

FTE_Faculty Resident. 124

(Budgeted) C 36.64 11; 114 113 111 Instrdction C 905,394 156 149 133 1?5

U 1,732.59 117 111 109 100 Budget U 60,997,030 156 142 123 116

.Fall Term 623 95 90 100 109 Consumer__
Headcount C 709 101 97 103 110 Price Index 145.11 127.0 114.8

pajora 41,387 104 107 105 102 (1971-2.100)

Fell Term 7,600 101 98 108 113 Teaching
Undergrad. 7,600 101 98 108 113 Starr C 694,457 141 138 124 117

SCH U 446,769 97 100 100 101 Salaries U 44,817,224 152 139 120 114

Fall Term 0 462 342 347 t73 271 Other-- D 166

Graduate C 1,242 272 311 201 203 Personnel C 175,883 254 220 191 171

SCH U 80,613 111 116 108 81 Costs U 10,084,030 203 180 151 147

Fall Term B 545.17 106 103 109 116 Maintenance 103

FTE Students C 610.17 113 113 114 119 Operation C 24,840 168 146 116 116

U 36,773.09 100 105 102 99 Equipment U 2,983,080 167 141 117 120

Resident D Wholesale ;

Instruction C 1,484 139 132 117 104 Price_Indox. 153.1 144.3 122.5

I=EnTE
U .1,659 156 138 121 117 (1971-2.100

Fall Term Avg. Faculty P 86 82 84 55 .

Student/-,-- C 16.65 16.38 16.60 17.80 Salaries_as AP 96 93 97 96

Faculty Ratio U 21.22 23.07 23.17 22.84 f or Univ. aP 92 95 98 95
99 88 91 102

Fall Term
Student/
Teaehing-

C
U

15.44
16.36

13.21
17.54

15.42
17.64

16.50 % Faculty
Tenure 44.0 46.5 40.4

Starr Ratio 56.2 56.5 54.8

The Departments or Architecture and Community and Regional Planning were budgeted separately prior to 1974-75.

Orrice or Policy Analysis
Vice Chancellor tor Adadniatration _

Figure 3: A page from the departmental budget book at the University of Texas at Austih. Reprinted by permission.
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___PEER_DATA_ANALYSIS
(TY INSTRUCTIONAL GROUP

SEM CREDIT HRS/ FACULTY SALARIES/ MAINT g OPER/
PAWED FACULTY FIE SEM CREDIT MRS ' SEM CREDIT HAS

DATE 09/16/81 PAGE

TOTAL FUNDS/ X DRAB $CN/ I TA In,
SEM CREDIT HIS TOT SCH TOT FAC FIE

8 8 % i
I I I _ _I ' I

HOUSTON _ 73 I 817.59 133,6% I 25.47 -65.0% 1 0.71 -7.4%0 -27.81 -f4.4X 1

ACCOUNTING 1 E 81 ( 9) 1 ( a) E`113- 1 ( a) I'll)
I E101 (103 1

I I ,, I I I

1 '7 1 149.62 158.2% 1 27.69 74.1% I 1.59 .28.4% I 10.96 60.5% 1

ACCOUNTING I ( 61 C 73 I C 63 '. C 3) 1 C 4) C 6) I ( 7) ( 5) 1

1

2 - .79 I 1001.97 170.03 1 -24.93
1

I I

-60.7% 1 1.49 -36.2% I -29.51
_ _ I

-51,83 1.
ACCOUNTING 1 ( 5) C 4) I C 9] (103 1 I 31, 1 2] 1 19] ( 9) I

1 1 1 I I

I 1 1 1 _ __ I

Is
.

I 779,52 141.5% 1 -38.87 71.8% 1 2.43 50.1% I 44.10 61.3% I

ACCOUNTING I C -91 I 8) 1 11) C 43 I C 23 C 13 I C 23 ( 43 i

1 I 1 1 1

IR 78 1 1656.64 222.4% 3 22.02 36.03 I 4.46 32.23 I 32.32 45.13 I

4c(onnT1114 I C II ( 1) 1 (10] (11) I ( 1] ( 4) I ( 5) Ell] I

1 . 1 I . __ __ I _ _ I

9 '9 I 005.3h 129.0% I 41.23 64.8% I 0.40 11.157 I 41.62 6,.OX I

ACCOUNTING I till (10) I ( 2) C 93 I (10) (10) 1 ,C 4] C 3) I

1-- I I

19 I 612.59 117.6% 1 30.67 -86.6% I % -41.71 7

(Int Ell) 1 C 4) C 2) 1 E 3 E ) 1 C 3)
: i:.;7%

4c( ou9 T1,14 I

7 1
ACCOUNTANCY

S 73
ACCOUNTING

14 ri '

ACCOUNTING

20 '9
ACCOUNTING

12
ACCOUNTING

73

AVERAGE
WEIGHTED AVERAGE
HILli_vALUF
LOW VALUE

COLUml HEADINGS:

1 _- _ _ 1

1 I006.39 I69.0% I
I C 41 C 51 1

: 1291.05 177.5% :
I ( 31 C 8) I

I 0 1

I 920.53 160.9% 1
I E 71 (.6] I

I _ _ 1

I 595.09 116.3% I

I (121 E121 1

I 1

I 1301.20 209.9% F
1 E 21 ( 2) 1

i 1

760.13 158.9%
763.75 162.4%

1656.04 222.43
575.19 116.3%

_ _
1 i I

28.46 70.2% I 1.20 34.7% I 30.96 50.4% 1

E 53 C 53 1 C 53 C 3) 1 C 11) C 8) I ,

1

. 1 1 .

20.39
C12) C 7) I E111 -, 1 23 I 1123 t 6) I

I - I 1

r7.56 69.1% I 0.87 29.0% 1 31.53 _39.31 1

( 7] E 6) I ( 6) I" 5) I ( 6] ( 7] I

I I I_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __
-44.07 106.9% I 0.60 13.7% 1 93.58 1

21.10 '49.8% I 0.85 14.4% 1 21.95 78
I i 1:::

IL 1] I 1] I C 93 C 93 I C 1)

(ll) C12) I C 73 ' E IS) I (ll) (12) I

1 1 . I

30.04
27.40
44.07
20.39

70.0%
64.13
106.9%
48.8%

1.38
1.56
4.46
0.36

25.5%
26.1%
50.13
9.4%

33.92
31.40
53.10
21.47

60.3%
54.35
93-58
44.7%

- MCASUPE FOR INSTRUCTIONAL GROUP WITHIN A UNIVERSITY
- COMPARATIVE PERCENTAGE OF INSTRUCTIONAL GROUP MEASURE 12 UNIVERSITY MEASURE

I _ I _ _ I

I -13,1s 1 -25115 I
L 33 1 i71 I.

1 1 1

I 5.3% 1 _32.25 I
I C 9) I C 4) 1

I _ I I

1 16.72 I 25.85
I ( 33 I__ ( 63 1

I I

1 18.05 I 18.85 I
1 ( 2) I C 8) I

I I I
I 6.5% I .sv.s: 1

I ( 8) I E 3)
1 I I

1 - L-t

1 II %I1E31E3 I

1 _ 1 1

-14.83 I -14.7% I
I E 43

1 1

I _ 9.9X I _40.7% I
I C 6) I C 1)
1 _ I I

7.4% I 38.6% I
I ( _73 I I 23 I

I _ 4.6X
I (10)

2.1%
kE113

1

I 27.3%
I ( 1)
1

11.4%
02.5%
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Figure 4: An example of the peer data exchange conducted by the University of Houston. Reprinted by permission.

Don't Forget the Old Saying about a Picture
Being Worth 1,0N) Words

While some decision makers like data in tabular form;
others prefer a pictorial or graphic presentation. Regardless of
preference, however, the advances in graphic display capabil-
ities and other means of pictorial depiction have opened new
possibilities to the institutional researcher. Many members of
boards of regents have experience in the corporate world where
they are richly supplied with both numerical and visual portrayal
of information. The successful institutional researcher will pro-
vide a mix ofpresentations, not only to match the preferences Of
those being served but to provide the sort of balance that catches
attention.

While the KISS Principle, its corollaries, and companion
rules make good sense, they do exact a price: They yeq_uire an
extra investment of effort and consideration throughout the
analytical process. This extra effort, which can only be made by
the director or key staff, may delay the presentation of findings.
It cannot be left to technicians or to those without the necessary
synthesizing and communication skills or those who lack com-
prehensive knowledge of the entire problem:

Given the conflicting demands (in institutional research
officA, one must ask the question; "Who has the time?" The
answer is Just as simple:

You Must Make Time

The fact is that you can ill afford not to make time to do the

FEEDER COLLEGE ANALYSIS; AN UPDATE

by

Robert E. Cannon

Thin--study -examined-the -types and- geographic locations of Institutions
attended by the faculty of Georgia State Un iiiiii

The purrone of-this study wan to lnvestigte the faculty- recruitment pattern,
and provide a feeder college analysis to ........... 1 objectives: source of
information _for academia planning_ ond to meet -the- rooulraoents of the-Self -
Study, is 0.1% ea Nigher Education Guidelines with rrrrr d to the Affirmative
Action Plan. This study is an update to Feeder College Analysis for the7812..
73 Faculty.

The highest - earded degreen of-c: 187546 loll- time - _faculty_ ambers were
analysed by number from institutions -and states and -were- prevented by total,
schools. and organisational f Geordie State Un r

Bose of the tighllghts.were:

140--d1-ffer-ent- institution, in- the United States and Europe have
granted highest earned degrees to the faculty.

Institutions-located- In 43 stated are -represented on the faculty-.
Georgia, North Carolina, New Torte, and Florida were the etetee with
the largest numbers.

TIT4r::71,74:=7
faculty.

for 53% of the highest earned

Then. inatitutions conferred the highest degree to fifteen or_siore
of the full-time teaching -Faculty: Mika Un rrrrrr ty, Emory
Un iiiiii ty, Un iiiiii ty of Florida, Georgia State University,
Univernity of Georgia. A/nivel-nits dr_ Iowa, _University of North
Carolina, Ohio State Ifni and Purdue Un

Distribution: Provost, -ll. President for Academic Affairs, Academic Deans,
Deportment Heads and appropriate Self-Study Chairmen.

July, 1976 Report No. 77-1

Figure 5: Sample page from s book of abstracts prepared at
Georgia State Unive.sity. Reprinted by permission.
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job right. Many outstanding pieces of:analysis have been ineffec-
tive because the lessons were not learned. Given_ scarce
resources, no institutional research, policy analysis, or planning
office can afford to have its work ignored or to create less than its
maximum impact. Moreover, the growth _of distributed data
systems and more decentralized analysis is likely to increase, not
diminish, the need for effective presentation. While institutional
researchers at all levels must he aware of these problems, it is the
special responsibility of the director to continually, consider
ways to maximize the impact of analysisguided by the tenets
which are suggested_here. Only the director has the experience;
perspective, and "clout" to apply the techniques of Triage to
the art of institutional research.

Take another look at the earlier "portrait" of our academic
administrator. If you follow the maxims outlined here, you
might just see a smile of approval show on that otherwise
troubled face.

6 The AIR Professional File No. 16
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